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You don't have to spend hundreds of dollars on the latest and greatest emergency survival
equipment for your outdoor adventures when you can assemble a functional, well-stocked kit
for little if any money! Learn how to:find standard survival kit parts at the cheapest
pricescreate an unhealthy man's survival kit free of charge from common home itemscollect
or produce your personal edged tools, water containers, cookware, fire- and shelter-making
gear, and weapons for very little moneyassemble a complete kit of new gear at under
$10Dozens of photos display examples of inexpensive but practical wilderness survival kits,
and also step-by-step guidelines for creating your own poor man's equipment. If you are a
hiker, hunter, camper, preparedness type, homeless nomad, or various other wilderness
adventurer working within a narrow budget, this publication is for you! Best-selling
preparedness writer Jim Ballou shows you exactly how to accomplish it with this guide to
collecting no-nonsense, get-the-job-done-in-an-emergency gear and product packaging it in
self-included, portable kits which are always ready to grab and go. Instead of costly tents,
sheath knives, sleeping bags, and other traditional outdoor gear, Jim targets compact,
lightweight, and even disposable, use-once-and-discard emergency devices, and everything
dirt cheap!
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skip this one you can just about sum this book up by saying "buy cheap gear from yard sales,
thrift shops, and flea markets". There you go right now you dont need the book lol. Very
Informative Book Poor Man's Wilderness Survival Kit by James Ballou is a very informative
book. that one is no different.We assumed this reserve focuses more on making and
improvising tools and equipment rather than just being a thrifty shopper. sure he has some
pictures of several crude homemade products but anyone with any kind of skills and
fundamental tools could develop things equally as good or better.confident that will be the
biggest expense connected with it. 3+ stars for content... Very well thought out and useful
information! Effectively written and illustrated, and very clear..and it had been only about $7!
Purchase it!..Been thinking about survival all my life. Great small book for somebody who
needs to assemble a survival kit in a rush using dollar store or thrift shop components or who
must use items scavaged from roadsides.. If you're into wilderness survival like me this book
may prove invaluable for anyone who wants to come up with a relatively cheap survival kit
because of lack of funds. Nice writing design makes actually reminders of old suggestions
enjoyable. Awesome A+A+A+..I've bought many items over the years for camping and
wilderness survival, but bought this from the perspective that, within an emergency
circumstance when may very well not have all your gear accessible, this may provide
suggestions for improvising from what is at hand.. Never knew how or where to start, till I
bought this book. Excellently created and pics r most useful. One of my favorite books Filled
with many cheep camping gear concepts I keep it close to browse One of my favorite books
Four Stars It is always good to get a less expensive way to do something. If I had any friends
interested in survival, I'd give each of them a copy!Many paladin press books have catchy
titles and covers but most of their books aren't worth the amount of money. It hasn't taught
me anything I didn't already know, but it has provided me fodder for new ideas. I would
recommend it for anybody who doesn't have lots of money to invest on fancy survival
equipment.originality, 5 stars for reminding you what's important A lot of good ideas, the
majority of which aren't not used to me, but it's a nice reminder that just as much as I enjoy
collecting gear, it's better for the brain to scrounge or help to make your own. Lives up to its
title! Working my method through this, but so far everything I've seen is normally "as
promised"! It will likely be cinch to construct a wilderness survival package for little if any
money! So worth the money I spent to obtain the book... This book is full of valuable
information and instruction.. Five Stars Great item Always nice to get a plan b If society ever
fails and you want to know how to switch trash into treasure, read this reserve. Great small
book for somebody who needs to assemble a . I'm pleased to say that this book is a valuable
resource for this, and also extremely useful for folks who just can't afford to pay out a whole
lot from REI or wherever. My recommendation would be to get the reserve, read the book, use
the book! Better than expected Good book better than I anticipated. A book for most people.
Got myself all organised.. Always nice to get a plan b. Fantastic! Great product, great vendor!
Highly recommended!
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